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DAW. Paperback. Condition: New. 368 pages. Endangered, adjective: Threatened with extinction or
immediate harm. Australia, noun: A good place to become endangered. Alexander Price has
survived gorgons, basilisks, and his own familyno small feat, considering that his family includes
two telepaths, a reanimated corpse, and a colony of talking, pantheistic mice. Still, hes starting to
feel like hes got the hang of thingsat least until his girlfriend, Shelby Tanner, shows up asking
pointed questions about werewolves and the state of his passport. From there, its just a hop, skip,
and a jump to Australia, a continent filled with new challenges, new dangers, and yes, rival
cryptozoologists who dont like their visiting expert very much. Australia is a cryptozoologists
dream, filled with unique species and unique challenges. Unfortunately, its also filled with Shelbys
family, who arent delighted by the length of her stay in America. And then there are the werewolves
to consider: infected killing machines who would like nothing more than to claim the continent as
their own. The continent which currently includes Alex. Survival is hard enough when youre on
familiar ground. Alex Price is very far from home, but theres one thing he knows for sure: hes not...
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This book is indeed gripping and fascinating. It normally is not going to price a lot of. I am very easily will get a delight of reading a created pdf.
-- Albertha Cartwright-- Albertha Cartwright

It in a of the most popular publication. It really is filled with knowledge and wisdom Its been designed in an exceedingly straightforward way and it is
merely soon after i finished reading this pdf by which actually transformed me, affect the way in my opinion.
-- Gerardo Rath-- Gerardo Rath
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